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OUR ULTIMATE OSCAR QUIZ
THE BAG LADIES OF RODEO DRIVE
BARON DAVIS’ DOCU DREAMS
FETA, SHISO, MISO, MANGO:
THE NEXT FAST FOOD?!

TM

OLD HOLLYWOOD’S SECRET SHOE STASH

ONLY

These boots are made for stalking:
Willie’s Shoe Service—for decades
the tiny heel hut servicing the nearby
Paramount lot—has hundreds of old loafer
patterns on file, handmade by longtime
owner Willie Rivera for the studio’s
costume designers. They include the
on-camera foot prints for everyone from
Frank Sinatra and John Wayne to Kirk
Douglas and Burt Lancaster, and serve
as templates for an increasing contingent
of hipster customers’ custom jobs.
801 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
323.463.5011.

IN L.A.!

Sit? Stay!
Bow-wow-wow! Last fall, the
W-channeling D Pet Hotels opened its
flagship location just north of Hancock
Park, giving the dreary kennel sector
a high-design makeover with poochykeen Noguchi co!ee tables and
artichoke lamps in the lobby, as well as
queen-sized beds and 52” flat screens
(where lucky Fidos can watch Finding
Nemo) in the $110-per-night “suites.”
What’s more, an attached canine spa
o!ers body wraps and vitamin baths,
and the entire facility is regularly
perfumed with scented air. 1041 N.
Highland Ave., L.A., 323.464.7387.

Car-Watching Café
VA-VA-VROOM! A
patio table at The
Bazaar, and a 1970
Dodge Challenger R/T
in the SLS Hotel’s
motorcourt below.

ARCLIGHT 2.0?
Aussie theater chain Gold Class will soon
take over the eight-screen Laemmle in
Old Town Pasadena, bringing in oversized
microsuede lounge chairs with “butler
buttons” that can be pressed to place a
dining order (lobster spring rolls, anyone?)
or request a chenille throw blanket.

SLS MOTORCOURT PHOTO BY DAVID WALDORF

e storied history of people-watching from sidewalk cafés in Paris and
New York has been given a vehicular twist at José Andrés’ e Bazaar at
the SLS, where a terraced patio directly overlooks the three-month-old
hotel’s motorcourt. Seating about 50, the indoor-outdoor space, with its
African beaded chairs and shelves stu!ed with carefully curated books
and found objets courtesy of designer Philippe Starck, o!ers an ideal set of
sight lines for that most L.A. of pastimes: auto-exotic fi xation. e passing
parade—Count the Audi A8s! Look at that Lambo in aquamarine! Why
would somebody lower their G-Wagen?!—serves up nonstop conversation
ignition. As does seeing how embarrassingly little some of those owners
of six-figure vehicles tip the valet. 465 S. La Cienega
Blvd., L.A., 310.247.0400.

SUITE FOR SPOT: A boarder in one of
D Pet Hotels’ amped-up suites.

